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Most men are only using 20 to 25% of their male attributes.
The rest lie dormant. Men are born with a natal “map” which
provides solutions to allergies, health issues and personality
defects. Most men never finished puberty. A few men know
how to retain their seed during orgasm, but most do not.
Because most men never fully awakened their Master
Masculine Faculty.
Men today are seeking to perform the tasks of husband,
father, warrior and businessman without all the possible
tools available to him. Until now! Master Yao Nyamekye
reveals the Master Masculine Faculty, a natural blueprint for
bringing masculine energy to its highest state. It contains a
map to chart your course in life so as to achieve the very
best outcomes in relationships, sports, health and career. Following this blueprint will elevate
a male into the top 5% of male performers.
Awakening the Master Masculine presents the most common life tasks of the male, and
shows in simple language how to develop the subliminal, mental, physical and energetic
attributes or powers necessary to excel. Intimacy reaches new heights through the science
of Active Tantra. Move through life smoothly and seamlessly using the science of yearly
cycles and the Bagua. Navigate the social landscape with ease using the magnetic power of
pure masculine energy. Forecast relationship outcomes ahead of time by perfecting your
female “radar”. Map the life of your children ahead of time and know the key “crossroads”
points in their development cycles. Pinpoint the psychic and spiritual forces that have
obstructed you all your life, and remove them.
Your time is the most valuable thing in your life. The quality of your life experience is the
ultimate goal of the superior man. This book presents simple concepts and offers practical
guidance to increase both. How to maximize your time value and male experience is what
this book is all about.
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